1968 cougar xr7 gt

Refine your search. S 39 Xr7 Automatic 29 3. Automatic 16 Manual 3. Gasoline Classic Cars 38
Hot Rod 6. Hardtop 2. Popular Similar Cars. Refine search. The XR-7 model brought a simulated
wood-grained dashboard with a full set of black-faced competition instruments and toggle
switches, an overhead console, a T-type center automatic transmission shifter if equipped with
Bucket Seats. The XR7 is equipped with the original V-8, C-4 Automatic transmission, factory
am radio, clock, factory power disc, power steering, air-condition, console, styled steel wheels.
This beauty comes with an Augusta green exterior color that looks great with a black vinyl top
Air Conditioning. Venolia pistons, Grp pro street aluminum race rods, Cola crank, fully grooved
main bearings, rod bearings, Milodon gear drive, Hp oil pump, Street damper harmonic
balancer, new fle. She started out as an S code big block, AC, Power steering, Power disc brake,
9 inch rear end car. Robb francis sports cars is an independent full service dealership. We
specialize in the purchase and sale of superior quality import and domestic collector, classic
and current state of the art sports cars. Notably, some of the brands we represent extend to
porsche, ferrari, lotus, maserati, alfa romeo, vintage jaguars, mercedes benz, and several
renowned domestic collector names like chevrolet vintage corvettes and specialty fords gt 40,
shelby. Here at robb francis sports cars we take pride in providing the finest customer service
always ensuring that every customer receives the personal attention that they deserve and
expect. This was done before professionals installed the new black oxford vinyl roof and
moon-crater headliner that were applied and tucked under both front and rear windscreens with
weather stripping. Google Ads. Body, paint, interior or custom work at a additional cost Either
way, good fun and great investment. Only issues I am aware of: Small oil leak at front cover
Intermittent ignition fault solenoid Front passenger side window crank knob missing Three of
the hub cap centers missing. Original engine replaced with a rebuilt Windsor engine. Only XR7
were made in The XR7-G console with leather armrest and plastic storage box underneath is
original. It was missing the carb, fog lights, third horn, and door mirror. This cougar just went
through a very extensive frame off restoration. Every inch of this vehicle has been touched. All
of lines in this cougar match up all the way around. The doors, and trunk, and hood shut with
ease. The black custom interior shows well with no wear present. Air Conditioning. He set he
motor in it and put the front clip on with some hardware so I could move it from his barn and
sell it. He took off the front clip and removed the motor and that was as far as he got. What also
makes this car rare is the fact hat it is a manual 4-speed with a console. Car was from Phoenix
AZ and stored since prior to restoration, no rust anywhere and all original sheet metal. It has the
original cu in engine, C6 automatic transmission, and 9 inch rearend. It was balanced,
blueprinted, ported, and polished. The stock style distributor was converted to HEI. It has HD
Doug's headers with 2. Comp Cams used all of the engine builders data and calculated the HP
at It runs very good and very strong. The transmission was completely rebuild and a new stock
torque converter used. The rearend was also disassembled and inspected and then
reassembled with new bearings and seals. The drive shaft was inspected and new u-joints
installed. The front end was completely rebuilt with new parts, The brakes are all new from the
master cylinder out, except for a couple of lengths of steel brake lines that were like new. The
wheel cylinders, drums back , rotors front , all hoses and like I said, the master cylinder and
vacuum booster were replaced. The shocks are new gas units, the wheels are 15' American
Racing units a bit wider in the rear. The rear leaf springs were recurved for a 2 inch lift that
makes it sit just right with a slight rake from back to front with no shackles to see or air shocks
to deal with. The ride is still stock feeling and it goes down the road nicely. Factory ac pb ps. I
am the second owner. Never been out of n c. This car needs nothing. Rebuilt matching and
auto. Excellent condition and runs great! Bucket Seats. Shock towers have been welded - looks
rough but car drove fine. Original GT motor and C-6 transmission included. Solid body, minor
rust in floor pans. Restoration or hot rod project. Original gt motor and c-6 transmission
included. Power disc brakes. A great looking mercury cougar that was an oklahoma car. The
previous owner did a body on restoration including rebuilding the motor and transmission , do
not have receipts on the restoration but have a book with multiple pictures of the restoration
process. It is a , automatic, ac, power steering and power brakes. The exterior is done very
nicely and will make a great quality driver or show it. The engine compartment has been
detailed and has lots of chrome. The trunk area is in good shape with no rust. The interior has
been done nicely and is in good shape. It is currently located in inside storage so call for an
appointment to see and drive. Located in white, sd. Comoptions:description mercury cougar
xr-7, x code. The car wasdriven daily and have all records from purchase date as well. It did
have one repaint in and shows very well for it's age. There are afew blemishes in the paint, but
very nice driver-local car show quality paint. The car drives down the interstateat 80 mph with
no issues, headlight lids work as they should, has the updated sequential turn signal box with
theplasma led bulbs installed. Numbers matching engine, heads and transmission are all

original to the car. Original rear end gears still in car. Front end is tight with new power steering
cylinder and hoses, ball joints, tierod ends and drives straight. Engine was recently rebuilt with
comp thumper cam kit, sounds great when cruising tocar shows. Recently rebuilt the c-6
transmission, both having less than miles since done. Chrome bumpersappear to be original
and still show very well with no pitting in the corners as well as the driver's side mirrorlooks
great. The quarter window chrome is as nice as new, no pitting or blemishes. Brand new
chrome magnum wheels wrapped in bfg radials. Car comes with original order sheet, original
window sticker and also have thearizona title and envelope that was mailed to the original
owner on august 19, When rebuilding the engine, iinstalled an original "s code" 4bl cast intake
original 2bl intake is included in the sale. Has a brand newholley 4bl carb installed with working
choke. The drivers seat is the most warn in the interior,has had some cracks repaired, but still
looks decent. The head liner is very nice and still tight. The dash pad isstraight and there is a
small crack near the speaker. There are a few dings in the stainless trim around thewindshield.
The console is nice and the light on the back of it works too. Also included in the sale is the "s
tube" that comes off the underside of the air cleaner to the manifold. This car is fun to drive,
gets lots of thumbs up and still shows the 19 year old grecian gold paint pretty darnwell. All the
lights in the interior work and so do the toggle switches on the wood grain dash. The only thing
thatdoes not work is the console clock, i never checked it to see why. Wipers and foot pedal
work as they should asdoes the heater and blower motor on all speeds. No rust in trunk or any
other place on this dry climate car. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy. The and Cougar 6. The
6. Oval resonators not round as in GT option were mounted in intermediate pipes with a
transverse muffler behind rear axle. Exhaust outlets "standard" - no chrome tips, etc.
Intermediate pipes with mufflers followed by outlet pipes over axle and then directly to rear
valance panel. Power booster clutch fan. A 9-inch ring gear, removable differential carrier, rear
axle design was used on the 6. This sealed-off air flow between top of radiator support and
hood for improved Engine cooling. Battery "L" shaped heat shield and fan shroud added, when
air conditioning option selected. Includes chrome Dress-Up kit and appropriate Ram Air intake.
R-code engines are an unusual option in a GT. Intermediate pipes forward of resonators are
three inches longer than Mustang GT pipes due to Cougar longer wheel base. Transverse
muffler behind rear axle used on GT was deleted for Exhaust outlets are "standard" - no chrome
tips, etc. Power front disc brakes: Cougar uses 4-piston fixed non-floating caliper design.
Performance handling package: including stiffer front and rear springs, heavy duty shock
absorbers, large diameter 0. Fast A 9-inch ring gear removable differential carrier rear axle
design was used on the GT option. These options were included in the GT Performance Group.
The GT Performance Group Option also included the following non-advertised items: Rubber
seal stapled to top of radiator support. Sealed off air flow between top of radiator support and
hood for improved engine cooling. Rear brake proportioning valve mounted in rear brake line
before rear axle brake hose part of disc brake option only. This GT option was a "middle
ground" between the standard model and the XR The GT Option was available for all engines,
including the standard V, 3-speed manual transmission car. The GT Option included the
following advertised items: Color-keyed hood scoop. Bright Wheel Trim Rings in addition to
standard hub caps unless "deluxe", full wheel cover option selected. Dual color-keyed Racing
Mirrors: Left hand remote control adjust, right hand manual adjust. Instrument panel finish and
steering column all black. Deluxe 3-spoke rim- blow, black steering wheel. Competition handling
package. Included heavy duty front and rear springs and shock absorbers and a larger
diameter, front stabilizer bar. Rear stabilizer bar added when V and V CJ engines ordered. Tire
upgrade from E78x 14 black wall to E78x 14 white wall. Performance cooling package with larger
radiator on models. GT letters on fender sides. Note: staggered rear shocks with optional
engines only were not unique to the GT package. These were on all Cougars ordered with an
optional engine. Note: The V or the CJ were available with either the 3-speed Select shift
automatic, or a 4-speed, fully-synchronized manual transmission with Hurst shifter. Tech
Library. Parts Links. Why a Cougar Database? Send the door plate codes if the plate or label is
still present. If possible please note the original interior and exterior color, transmission type
and engine type, and the options on the car. You can also use this form as a hand-out to other
Cougar owners. The National Database is attempting to register any and all possible Cougars,
living or dead, concours or parts cars. Click HERE for a current summary. Cougar Specialty
Registries:. The purpose of the database is as follows: 1 It will enable us to answer questions
regarding the rarity of our cars, the option mix, colors etc. The possibilities here are endless as
to how the data can be sorted, reported, sliced and diced. It is limited only by our imaginations.
For example, in , there were , Cougars built. The database has records on approx 7, Of those,
approx have been parted out, or condition is unknown. That makes any Cougar a rare car!
Similar survival rates are being seen for the other years. You may be able to find out some

previous owner's info, modifications reported, or condition. Similarly, if you are buying a car,
you could check to see if it was previously registered, history, or if it was ever been reported
stolen. Or if in the worst case it is parted out, and a part with a VIN such as a shock tower is
seen at a swap meet for sale, that could be a clue as to what happened to the car, and possibly
a resolution. For this project to be a success, we need as much data as possible. It can be data
from your pride and joy, or from your parts car out back under the tarp, or from that old owner's
manual in your desk drawer. NOTE: This information will be used for statistical purposes only.
Ownership information will be held in strict confidence. You can register anonymously if you
are concerned about privacy. This database includes all Cougars This is not just a showcar
registry! We hope to use the information to help restorers, identify production trends and learn
other helpful details about Cougar history. Tech Library. Parts Links. Some muscle car
enthusiasts are obsessed with one engine in particular, no matter what vehicle it powers. Pick
your favorite mill. In the case of Al Geisler, it is a FE side oiler. He owns more powered cars than
anyone has a reasonable right to, seven in all, since there really is only one engine for him. Why
so? That's why in his extensive collection of muscle cars stay tuned for follow-up feature on his
Boss Mustangs , he has five Galaxies, a Fairlane, and one other, more unusual powered ride: a
Cougar 7. Not often seen, with only a few hundred ever built, this model is unfamiliar to many
muscle car folks. When Al and wife Debbie rumble into a car show, there's a confused reaction:
"Nobody's ever heard of it. They ask, 'What's that?! Looking back on the history of the side
oiler, Ford's vaunted V-8 lent substantial performance stature to several muscle and race cars.
Mercury wanted some of that presence as well for the Cougar, a model initially positioned
between the Mustang and Thunderbird as a Euro-style pony car. What better way to give the
Cougar more snarl than with a side oiler? Al's fixation is understandable, given the side oiler's
heritage. Ford developed the FE family of engines in the late s to replace the Y-block on the
street and track. It was available is several sizes, from to Built from to , it powered a wide variety
of vehicles. When the came out in it was a serious piece, particularly when equipped with the
triple two-barrel Thunderbird Special option. With hp, it was successful in NHRA drag racing
and on the street. In it grew to inches and was beefed up to produce hp. The next year the FE
reached its most famous size of inches technically cubes, but the bigger number was used in
reference to NASCAR's upper limit on displacement. That domination was short-lived, ending
when the Hemis showed up for the season. The was later modified internally for better oiling,
leading to the side oiler designation those without the trick lube system were called top oilers.
This engine was fitted into the fastest production car in the world, the fearsome Cobra. It also
ran in the famed GT40 and racing versions of the Mustang, along with the Fairlane Thunderbolt.
On the Mercury side, the Marauder was blessed with a , and, as seen here, the Cougar 7. E likely
referred to Edsel, not the E engine. Not all GT-E models ran the , however. The switch to the for
regular production came in May The last known has a scheduled production date of June Al's
rolled off the production line just a few months before, on March 1, Considering that this was
the last year any Ford vehicle would have a FE, there's an extra exclusivity to the GT-E because
it holds a special distinction as the last hurrah for a legendary muscle car motor. But it had the
engine instead, identified by a slightly larger, functional hoodscoop. In contrast, all power-dome
hoodscoops had "simulated air inlets. The Cobra Jet Ram Air required a fully functional
hoodscoop. As for cosmetic details, the late s Cougar was the only one with covered
headlights, giving the grille the look of an electric shaver, as some called it. The vertical bars
were normally chromed on the "teeth" facings, but on the GT-E, they were completely blacked
out. The blackout treatment covered the taillight grilles as well. Other distinguishing marks
included a brushed-aluminum horizontal trim bar with a black center strip, custom side-body
trim made of extruded aluminum, and quad exhaust pipe outlets with rolled, cut-angle tips. In
and , the headlight covers were actuated by a vacuum canister system. For and , a redesigned
vacuum system kept the doors down with vacuum lines running off the engine instead. On Al's
car, sharp-eyed readers will likely note that the headlights are drooping a bit. It's a common
problem on older cars, and Al says he has run into it on a least one of his other muscle cars. So
please don't send our editor any snarky comments on this topic. Regarding these balky doors,
"They do work, but they're a complicated affair [to fix]. It's a real pain in the neck," Al admits.
Commenting on all the little fix-its he has had to do on the car, Al says, "That was quality
control back in the dayâ€”you bought it, you build it! Interestingly enough, even brand-new
Cougars had issues with headlight cover alignment. An ad that ran in February issue of Playboy
magazine shows a blue GT-E prototype with a slight headlight droop on the driver's side. Other
photos from the era display this same misalignment, so Al's car is not unique in this respect.
But it's all about the engine for him. He has found the to be a dependable runner despite its age.
He lets it sip only the highest octane fuel he can find, and adds both zinc and lead additives to
keep it in fine fettle. While the Cougar could be dressed up with various options, the GT-E was a

bona fide performance package. Boasting an underrated horses under the hood hp for the , the
engine featured a special, high-rpm hydraulic cam and heavy-duty valve springs, along with
high-strength pistons and rods. The lower area of the block is cross-bolted to the main bearing
caps for secure alignment under high revs. Even so, speaking from years of working on muscle
cars and s in particular, "Don't run them over 7, rpm," Al says. The Super Competition Handling
Package came standard and featured stiffer springs than the GT suspension, plus a
larger-diameter sway bar and heavy-duty shocks. BFGoodrich might have supplied tires also,
but that hasn't been verified. How did Al come across such a rare Cougar? They haggled over
the price who doesn't? That's the voice of experience, coming from a guy who knows firsthand
what powered muscle cars are all about. Close Ad. Steve Temple Author. Share on Facebook
Share on Twitter. Magazine articles and road test reports were vital to marketing performance
cars during the classic Cougar era. While automobile manufacturers depended on magazine
articles to help boost sales, it is also true that the magazine publishers relied on auto builders
for a significant portion of their advertising revenue. This symbiotic relationship gave many
readers cause to wonder just how objective magazine reviews were, especially when a full color
centerfold ad promoting a road test car appeared a page or two after the road test article. Were
deals made? Probably, but there is also evidence that some publications were willing to tell it
like it was, regardless of the consequences to their advertising income. For example, next
month we'll show you a Car Life road test that very likely left Lincoln-Mercury's public relations
people reaching for their aspirin bottles. To say that it is a favorable report is an
understatement, but we'll let you draw your own conclusions about the article's objectivity. The
paragraph concludes with this sentence, "From the beginning, the Cougar's acceptance was a
bit phenomenal as the big cat began cutting a huge swath into the sporty-compact field,
gathering accoladesâ€”like Motor Trend magazine's 'Car of the Year Award' along the way.
From there, author, Terry Cook, gives readers a description of the GT-E's unique features,
emphasizing the hood scoop and the Cobra Jet beneath it. Chrome rocker molding along
bottom of body line sets off the snappy red paint job and black vinyl roof. Wide tires reside on
Ford-Merc 'mags,' still the best looking production trick wheels after four years. An interesting
aspect of this particular "road test" is that it was one of Car Craft's Car Club Road Test reviews,
which meant that, instead of magazine staff members conducting a formal road test with
professional equipment, a bunch of guys from a local Michigan car clubâ€”the Mill
Windersâ€”got to play with the CJ , while the author took notes on their reactions. Interesting
approach, no? Cook describes the test car as a "snappy red model with black vinyl top and
chrome rocker molding. Stepping away from the road test for a moment, we checked with
TCCN's GT-E guru, Jim Pinkerton, for a little more information about this particular car, and
learned a few interesting tidbits. For one thing, this car didn't begin life as a GT-E, or even as a
Cougar. But, wait. The engine wasn't available until , so how could a '67 model have an F engine
code? Jim explains that this car was most likely a factory "mule," that is, a test vehicle used for
trying out various drive train combinations and design features. But, wait again. How can that
be? Then, when the decision was made in mid-model year to switch to the , the factory "mule"
was used as a test bed for the new engine. And, that's how it was equipped when L-M loaned
the car to Car Craft for their road test. Today, is owned by National Cougar Database Registrar,
Phil Parcells, and is undergoing a complete restoration that will return it to the condition the car
was in when Car Craft tested it. In addition to being a GT-E prototype, what makes this car
unique is that its driver side inner fender still carries both of the car's VINs. Even in the strange,
whacky world of Cougars, a car with two VINs is a rarity. Returning to Car Craft's report on , we
come to what they described as the initial phase of the road test, an analysis of the GT-E
exterior styling. The club members were reportedly impressed with the styled steel wheels and,
of course, the hood scoop. According to the article, "The hood scoop was another feature
which set the car apart from the pack, and all members agreed that Cougar is one of, if not the
nicest looking sporty compacts on the market. Next came an interior analysis. Here the XR-7
styling didn't fair quite as well in the eyes of the "pull no punches" test panel. They were
dismayed by such critical points as a lack of rear seat room and the fact that, without a map
compartment, the console top was bound to end up cluttered with pencils and cigarette packs.
In the face of such scathing criticism, it's amazing the L-M sold any XR-7s at all! It's a plush,
pert package. Moving right along to the engine compartment, the test panel found fault with the
limited elbow room caused by the shock towers. Other than that, everything seemed acceptable
under the hood. Since this wasn't an "official" road test, driving data was limited to personal
observations. In general, the car received exceptional marks in ride, handling and
brakingâ€”one panic stop from 80 MPH failed to produce any brake fade. As for fuel economy,
the author explains that the car didn't have the correct speedometer gear, so they couldn't
check fuel consumption. He estimated it as being around eight miles per gallon. This is the

same powerplant that just nabbed Super Stock Eliminator honors at Pomona. Summing up the
CJ 's performance, the article said, "We must say that the Ram Air Cobra Jet engine in the
Cougar poses a pleasantly peppy package. Although I wouldn't choose off any Street Hemi's
with the Cougar, I will say that for the most part the car can more than hold its own in super car
competition as far as performance goes. It's interesting to note that, while the Car Craft test
Cougar clearly carries GT-E trim, and we know from a historical point of view that it was a GT-E
prototype, nowhere in the article is the car actually referred to as a GT-E. Note also, that the test
car is missing the front fender 7. Up until the introduction of the near the end of the model run,
the only way you could get a Cougar with a 7. When the was replaced by the , the engine
became available in all Cougars. Again, this is speculation, but it may be that the GT-E
prototype tested was the only Cougar available to be loaned out for testing at that point. The
Cougar was envisioned to be a more elegant, high line Pony car that would exude a bit more
class and yet still encompass the qualities that made the Mustang so popular--a smaller sporty
sedan that would handle well and still be economical enough for the younger customer.
Beneath the skin, the Cougar was all Mustang, but there were some differences. The front
suspension was the identical with coil springs mounted over the upper control A-arm with tried
and true Leaf Springs at the rear. The Cougar, though, got somewhat softer suspension
bushings for a softer ride. One minor area where the Cougar was different was through the use
of articulated drag struts on the front suspension. The Cougar was also equipped with a special
sound deadening package which added And in keeping with the luxury, refined image, there
was no need to offer an economy oriented six cylinder engine. The Cougar was offered with
three engines- a hp c. V-8 which used a two-barrel carburetor and single exhaust system--this
served as the base engine. The Cougar was quite different from the Mustang when it came to
styling. Most noticeable was the front end "electric shaver" split Grille treatment with concealed
headlights. At the rear, the Cougar came with T-Bird sequential taillights. There was no
mistaking the family resemblance in the interior. The Cougar is no exception. If you are
interested in a Cougar, try to get one that is equipped with the XR-7 package, which was
introduced in January of In the interior the dash was covered with burled walnut applique while
the regular warning lights in the right hand dash pod were replaced with three gauges for fuel,
water temperature and amps. A 6, rpm tachometer was housed in the right dash pod,
complementing the mph speedometer on the left pod. The clock, which was located in between
the two large pods was relocated to the center console, underneath the radio on the XR Adding
to the European flair, was a row of Jaguar style toggle switches above the center vent which
controlled various interior lights and an overhead console which contained warning and map
lights. Also included in the XR-7 was leather and vinyl upholstery. XR-7 identification was
located on the passenger side of the dash and on the C-pillars. Included was the c. Also
included was power front disc brakes and F70x14 WSW tires. The optional styled steel wheels,
nice on any Cougar, were a natural complement to those equipped with the GT package. GTs
are identified by the fender mounted GT emblems behind each front wheel well. The Mercury
Team Cougar was managed by Dan Gurney who also drove and came very close to winning the
championship. In the end, both the Cougar and Mustang teams won four races apiece, but
Mustang edged Cougar out by two points. It consisted of special Turbine wheel covers, chrome
engine components and Dan Gurney Special decals for both rear quarter windows. The package
was available with any Cougar engine. Styling changes were minimal on the Cougar. Front and
rear side marker lights, federally mandated, were the most noticeable while in the interior, a
redesigned steering wheel was the most visible change. Not so readily visible was the
collapsible steering column and starting with , the rear view mirror was affixed directly on the
windshield. Engine selection was a bit more complicated than before. The standard engine was
the a cubic inch V-8, rated at hp. The , was basically a stroked Some Cougars were also
equipped with the two-barrel version of the rated at hp. XR-7 and Decor Group optioned
Cougars got the hp as the base engine. The big continued unchanged, however it was now
available in two versions--a two-barrel carbureted Maurauder P rated at hp and the GT rated at
hp. The largest engine available was a hydraulic cammed c. V-8 rated at hp at rpm. The ,
however, was only available for a short time during the model run and it was phased out in
December It was available only on the Cougar GT-E and only were built. The GT-E came with a
two tone paint job--the lower body areas were painted silver while the front Grille and rear
taillight blades were blacked out. Also distinctive was the use of two horizontal chrome strips
on the grille. Other visual stimulation included a non-functional "power dome" hood, and
chrome quad exhaust tips. A member of the FE series, it was first introduced in and it became
an engine of many variations. For the Cougar, a Low Riser version was installed. It used a low
rise type of intake manifold. This particular version used Cylinder Heads similar to production
heads, but with slightly larger valves. The biggest difference between the and other FE series

engines was the cylinder block. The block was superior for two reasons. It had stronger
cross-bolt main caps and a much better oiling system, which incorporated an oil gallery at the
side of the block. For this reason, the is sometimes referred to as the "Sideoiler". Ford, on April
1, introduced the Cobra Jet engine as an option on fastback and hardtop Mustangs. The CJ was
available with either a four speed manual or a C-6 automatic. The CJ engine was basically a
production fitted with Low Riser cylinder heads. The heads, however, utilized intake ports that
were slightly larger, similar in size to those found on the Medium Riser The camshaft was
identical to the Low Riser and GT engines, but a larger cfm Holley carburetor was mounted on a
cast iron copy of the Police Interceptor intake manifold. The CJ also used an oil pan windage
tray. It was rated at hp at rpm, which was obviously on the low side. These were the best street
tires available at the time. Not surprisingly, only GT-Es were built. The Cougar was promoted as
a luxury Pony car rather than a hot street car and so there was little reason for the street racer
to invest in a Cougar when he could get the same equipment in a lighter Mustang for less
money. Even though the option was available with the c. It came with the non-functional GT-E
hood, fog lamps, hood pins, a European type outside rearview mirror, the styled steel wheels,
wide-oval radial tires and chrome exhaust outlets. In the interior, the XR7-G was equipped with a
special console, a walnut shift knob, a simulated leather wrapped steering wheel and a power
sunroof. The sunroof, was also available on other Cougars as well. According to most sources,
there were Cougars equipped with the optional sunroof and either or XR-7G Cougars built. With
most collectibles, the first year of production usually has special significance. A Cougar GT or a
c. For , the GT-E stands out because of its low production and is one of the more desirable
Cougar collectibles. The XR7-G also stands out, especially if equipped with the c. You can pick
up a Cougar for a lot less than a comparable Mustang. However, unlike the Mustang, there is
very little in the way of reproduction body and trim parts available so be sure to get one that is
as complete as possible. Up for sale is this Beautiful Mercury Cougar Fully restored. Completed
in - And Garage kept ever since. Driven less than 1, miles since restoration. Built Engine with
Bored This was the big muscle of the cougar line. You could get a variety Here's a chance to
own a fully restored and ready for action classic XR-7 convertible. One of less than convertibles
manufactured You are looking at a stunningly restored true "S" code Cougar GT. This car went
through a meticulousrestoration in , The car was stripped and repainted in beautiful Diamond
Blue. The body is straight as an arrow and the Grand Touring.. This car has been in the same
family since It was our daughter's car until she left Now has a rebuilt with 4bbl Demon carb and
auto trans. Has a 9 inch rear end with possi gears. Real clean Sort By. Date recent Price highest
first Price lowest first. Autozin Mercury Mercury cougar Sort by Date recent Price highest first
Price lowest first. On page 20 40 Rapid City, SD. Make offer. Mundelein, IL. Orlando, FL. Glen
Burnie, MD. Cadillac, MI. Mercury cougar Other Mercury Models. Of those, were standard
Cougars and were XR-7 models. All GT-Es rode on suspensions upgraded with the Super
Competition handling package, which included stiff
suzuki 7
2007 ford minivan
mustang ii parts catalog
er springs, heavy-duty shock absorbers and a thicker front sway bar. Power steering and power
brakes, with disc brakes on the front, were also standard on GT-Es. Tinted glass and a tilt-away
steering column round out the interior amenities. Originally a California car, this GT-E has been
restored as closely as possible to original specifications. Information found on the website is
presented as advance information for the auction lot. The lot and information presented at
auction on the auction block supersedes any previous descriptions or information. Mecum is
not responsible for information that may be changed or updated prior to the auction. The
decision to purchase should be based solely on the buyers personal inspection of the lot at the
auction site prior to the auction. Email Address. Password Forgot Your Password? Toggle
navigation Menu. Previous Next. Full Screen. Kissimmee Auction Search. Reset Search.
Thursday Digital Catalog. Friday Digital Catalog. Saturday Digital Catalog.

